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In today's world, desktop computers have become such an integral part of

our lives that it is practically impossible to imagine anything being done without the

aid of computers. As the world becomes more and more fast paced and users feel a

need to have computers on the go, desktop computers have reduced in size without

compromising on performance. The late 90s saw the desktop segment make room

for the laptop and the small screen devices (SSD) segment, which demonstrated

faster growth rates than the desktop segment. The SSD segment, however, had a

growth rate that was nowhere near the combined growth rate of desktop and laptop

computers. Portability of SSD was one factor that stood out among many others to

account for the unprecedented growth rate of the SSD segment that the computer

industry had witnessed. One of the most important, albeit under-represented and

neglected, factors of a product is its usability. Usability, or the ease with which a

product can be used, can be considered to be one of the most important factors in

the success or failure of product. Determining the usability of small screen devices

presents a bigger challenge, primarily because of the screen size of the SSD. The

process of usability engineering aims to solve some/most of the problems that the

SSD has. To make up for the drawbacks of usability engineering, systems

engineering was used in this thesis, since both disciplines have considerable overlap

in their processes. A growing number of SSD users use the Internet in one form or

the other. The Internet has grown rapidly in the last decade, and nearly everyone

using the Internet has come across a search engine sometime or other. Although

research has been limited to the area of desktop search engines, there has not been
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enough research done in the area of search engines for small screen devices. This

thesis compares two different search engines on small screen devices to find the

better between the two. To do so, it takes a close look at the usability engineering

approach from a system engineering perspective revealing several deficiencies,

which may have hitherto gone unnoticed. It also shows a method to integrate several

key Systems Engineering components into the usability engineering approach.
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Investigating Usability of Search Engines in Small Screen
Devices: A Systems Engineering Approach

1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

In today's world, desktop computers have become such an integral part of our

lives that it is practically impossible to imagine anything being done without the aid of

computers. As the world becomes more and more fast paced and users feel a need to

have computers on the go, desktop computers have reduced in size without

compromising on performance. The late 90s saw the desktop segment make room for

the laptop and the small screen devices (SSDs) segment, which demonstrated faster

growth rates than the desktop segment. The SSD segment, however, had a growth rate

that was nowhere near the combined growth rate of desktop and laptop computers.

Portability of SSDs was one factor that stood out among many others to account for the

unprecedented growth rate of the SSD segment that the computer industry had
witnessed.

One of the most important, albeit under-represented and neglected, factors of a

product is its usability. Usability, or the ease with which a product can be used, can be

considered to be one of the most important factors in the success or failure of product.

Determining the usability of small screen devices presents a bigger challenge, primarily

because of the screen size of the SSDs. The process of usability engineering aims to

solve some/most of the problems that the SSDs has. To make up for the drawbacks of

usability engineering, systems engineering was used in this thesis, since both disciplines

have considerable overlap in their processes.

A growing number of SSD users use the Internet in one form or the other. The

Internet has grown rapidly in the last decade, and nearly everyone using the Internet has

come across a search engine sometime or other. Although research has been limited to



the area of desktop search engines, there has not been enough research done in the

area of search engines for small screen devices.

The overau objective of this thesis was two-fold: (1) Investigate usability of

search engines in small screen devices, where two different types of search engines

were compared to find the better between the two, and to compare and contrast their

strengths and weaknesses; (2) Use a systems engineering approach to develop an

integrated usability-system engineering process, by combining the major advantages or

strengths of systems engineering and usability engineering.

1.2. Organization of this Thesis

Chapter 2 introduces the chronology of desktop computers and small screen

devices, discusses Usability and Systems Engineering, and concludes with the
Objectives for this thesis.

Chapter 3 describes the research methodology and procedures for this study.

Chapter 4 presents the results and statistical analysis of the data gathered in this

study.

Chapter 5 discusses the main findings and significance of this research. It also

discusses the limitation of this study, and presents recommendations for future research.
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2 Background, Literature Review, and Objectives

2.1 Overview of Chapter

This literature review consists of four sections. Section 2.2 (Desktops and Small

Screen Devices) starts off with a brief description of the chronology of desktop

computers, and then proceeds to describe how desktops are slowly but surely being

replaced by small screen devices for some or more applications. A comparison chart

highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of both desktop computers and small

screen devices concludes this section.

Section 2.3 (Search Engines) talks about the importance of search engines, how

they work, and the types of search engines available today. The display of results on

both big and small screen devices is discussed briefly.

Section 2.4 (Usability Engineering) discusses the concept of usability and its

importance to a product's success. Various methods to test usability are then discussed.

The section then talks about usability of small screen device interfaces, and ends with a

possible alternative method to complement usability engineering.

Section 2.5 (Systems Engineering) discusses what a system is, and how
systems engineering and some of the systems engineering tools can help in improving

core usability engineering processes.

Finally, an overall summary of Chapter 2 summarizes Sections 2.2 through 2.5.

2.2 Desktops and Small Screen Devices (SSDs)

Section 2.2 gives an overview of the history of desktop computers and takes a

look at what the future holds for the desktop computer market. Small screen devices

(SSD5), said to be the next desktop replacement after the laptop/notebook computer,

are discussed briefly, and a comparison between desktop computers and the SSDs are

high lighted.



2.2.1 Desktops

"Who invented the desktop computer?" is not a question with a simple answer.

The real answer is that many inventors contributed to the history of computers and that a

computer is a complex piece of machinery made up of many parts, each of which can be

considered a separate invention (Spencer, 1999).

Desktop computers have gained substantial amounts of computing power over

the years in order to keep up with the rapid pace of software development. As the need

for sophisticated software increases day by day, desktop computer manufacturers are

being forced to come up with faster computers that can meet the needs of software

programs. Today's desktop computers are not meant to be carried around, and that was

one of the reasons computer manufacturers came up with an alternative to the desktop

computer: one that could be carried around, but also possessed the equivalent

computing power of desktop computers. The late 90s saw the introduction of laptops,

and that affected desktop sales in a big way. In the quest for portability, smaller and

smaller computers have become essential, without compromising on computing power

and functionality.

The late 1990s also saw the market dominance for small screen devices, which

have been growing at a faster rate than desktop computers. Particularly notable was the

entry of SSD computers, which were as fast as the desktop/laptop computers, but at the

same time could be carried around. This SSD was called a hand-held computer, also

known as the Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). The PDA has been the fastest growing

segment among any other computer category to date. In 2001, Gartner Research

(Bloomberg News 2001) predicted a 260% increase in unit sales, from 9.39 million units

in 2000 to 33.7 million units in less than a decade. Strategy Analytics (2000), among

other market research groups, predicts that by 2004 there will be over one billion mobile

device users, some 600 million wireless Internet subscribers, and a $200 billion mobile

e-commerce market.

For the sake of convenience, cell phones, smart phones, communicators, and

any other device having a small screen will be referred to hereafter as Small Screen

Devices (SSDs).
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2.2.2 Small Screen Devices (SSDs)

More and more people feel the need to access information on the go. To meet

this demand, manufacturers of electronic devices are making smaller and smaller

gadgets that allow us to get Web content and other networked information. (Fulk, 2001).

Whether it is a cell phone with a built-in Internet browser or a PDA, SSDs have come a

long way. For instance, the PDA market has been anything but stagnant since PDAs

were introduced. Growing at an astounding rate of 200% every year (Bloomberg News

2001), the PDA market seems to get stronger as the years go by. PDAs today offer

astounding performance, comparable to their desktop counterparts, but fall behind when

it comes to their storage capabilities.

The most frequent users of SSDs are people always on the move. These people

constitute the greatest share of SSD users and are indirectly forcing SSD manufacturers

to seek new levels of complexity, without compromising on functionality.

2.2.3 Chronology of SSDs

The SSD category can be broadly classified into cell-phones, PDAs/hand-helds,

smart phones, and communicators. Several other devices fall into sub-categories of the

above-mentioned devices. Cell phones/mobile phones have a history that can be traced

to as early as 1921 (inventors.about.com, 2001), while PDAs/hand-held computers were

introduced in 1972 (PoIsson, 2004). Other devices, such as smart phones and

communicators, were introduced much later, mostly towards the late 1 990s.

Although SSDs have portability as their biggest advantage, they have a few

disadvantages too. Table 1 compares desktop computers and SSDs from the author's

viewpoint to illustrate some of the advantages and disadvantages of both large screen

and small screen devices.

2.2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Desktop Computers and SSDs

Desktop computers typically offer more speed, memory, and storage for a lower

price, and have a lower failure rate as compared to SSDs. It is easier to upgrade key

components in a desktop such as large hard drives, additional memory, and special



purpose cards, since they are much cheaper than those for SSDs. However, the biggest

advantage that desktop computers have is bigger screens, which allow for better
Graphical User Interface (GUI) navigation. An average desktop screen displays about

200 words at a time, while most small screen devices only display about 50 to 75 words

(Mackay, 2003). Also, keyboards found on most desktops offer better typing speeds,

allowing for faster data input.

Desktop computers are severely disadvantaged when it comes to portability.

Apart from taking up valuable space, desktops are difficult to ship if repair/replacement is

needed.

So, while desktop computers are better equipped for storing massive amounts of

data and have a variety of software applications, SSDs offer portability and are soon

expected to offer more data storage, on par with storage capacities of desktop
computers.

2.2.5 Summary of Section

While the computing power of desktop computers has increased over the years,

the market for computers has demonstrated the need for portable computers that will not

compromise on computing power. David Daoud (2000), a senior analyst with IDC, said:

"Demand for mobile computing is really increasing, while the market for desktops is

shrinking." For SSDs, the current trend is convergence. Manufacturers are offering cell

phones that can send messages, browse the Web, take pictures, and play music (Alpert,

2004). Using a SSD to browse the Web and perform other Web-related activities might

not be a good idea, however, due to the fact that cell phone screens are smaller than

PDA screens and long sessions of staring at a smaller-than-normal screen may cause

vision-problems.
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Small Screen Comparison
Desktop Computers Devices (550) Verdict Result

Desktop computers hold a slight edge here. For
Relatively the kind of money you pay for getting a hand-
expensive, but held computer, you get more value for money Desktop

1 Price Cheap options available prices falling rapidly buying a desktop. computers

2 Weight Heavy Very light Hand-held beats the competition hands down 550
Bigger and occupies lots

3 Size of space Small Hand-held beats the competition hands down SSD
Can be easily
carried on one's

4 Portability Not easy to carry around person Hand-held beats the competition hands down 550

Latest Technological Rapid technological Rapid technological Rapid advances in both sectors would make
5 Advances advances advances this neutral No result

Hand-g have a severe disadvantage in this
area. While the minimum requirements for
desktop computers start from 20 GB, hand-

Massive storage space Relatively expensive gj.chave yet to move beyond the 1GB of Desktop
6 Data Storage possible storage options space provided in the form of memory cards. computers

Equally reliable. While you can get a desktop
computer fixed at your neighborhood dealer, the
same cant be said forthe hand-held. However,
should a major problem arise, its easierto ship

L Reliability Quite reliable Quite reliable the hand-held than to ship the desktop. No result

Software Although its possible to get almost all kinds of
Applications software for the hand-held, it still lags behind Desktop

0 Available More variety Less variety the desktop when it comes to software. computers



Smart phones, which are essentially a combination of PDAs and cell phones, are

expected to have record sales in the forthcoming years, since they capture the best

features of both PDAs as well as cell phones. Data collected from a study comparing the

use of laptops, PDAs, and mobile phones suggests that some people prefer PDAs

and/or laptop and a small mobile phone (Perry, 2004). Todd Kort, principal analyst in

Gartner's Computing Platforms Worldwide group, had this to say: "Smart phones will

generally have a negative impact on the low end of the PDA market, as many individual

users will find the personal in formation management (PIM) and email capabilities of

smart phones acceptable. These users will tend to become less interested in low-end

PDAs that have provided these capabilities."

Although there is not sufficient data to support the fact that users prefer one SSD

over another or prefer to have a multitude of SSDs, it would be safe to assume, from

available data and the record number of SSD sales, that SSDs are certainly going to

replace a sizeable number of desktops in the forthcoming years.

2.2.6 How Do You Find Information?

Advances in computer and Internet technologies have made it easier for people

to access enormous amounts of data at the click of a button. One of the most common

modes of accessing information in the World Wide Web (WWW) is browsing through a

myriad of Web pages using hyperlinks (Huberman, 1999). This process is laborious and

time consuming. To make things easier, there are numerous search engines available

today, which cater to a variety of needs.

The overwhelming success of SSDs may make major search engine companies

create an exclusive market for mobile search engines, which are presently focused on

the desktop environment.

2.3 Search Engines

Section 2.3 provides an overview of search engines. The section discusses the

concept of a search engine, the importance of search engines, how search engines

work, the desktop and the SSD search engines, the importance of how results are
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displayed, and the future of search engines. How search engines display results,

especially in small screen devices, is also discussed, since this is one of the most
challenging aspects of user interface design for SSDs.

2.3.1 Overview of Search Engines

2.3.1.1 What Is a Web Search Engine?

A search engine is a collection of software programs that collect information from

the Web, index it, and put it in a database so that it can be searched (Ackermann, 2000).

Reding (2001) defines a search engine as: "A search tool that indexes keywords within

some or all documents in Web sites. Keywords are found within a document and have

contextual meaning to that topic. A search engine matches your keywords with its
index."

A search engine can thus be described as a software program that searches a

database and gathers and reports information that contains or is related to terms
specified by the user.

2.3.1.2 History of Web Search Engines

Web search engines did not come into existence until 1994. Literature covering

search engines has an even shorter span. The World Wide Web Worm (WWWW)

(McBryan, 1994), one of the first Web search engines, had an index of 110,000 Web

pages and Web accessible documents. The WWWW consisted of two parts: one that

located resources, and the other, which provided the search interface (McBryan, 1994).

The search interface was quite confusing, and keeping track of both parts took time to

get used to. In contrast, today's search engines usually have a search input box as the

main source of interaction between the user and the search engine.

Search engine technology has had to scale up dramatically to keep up with the

growth of the Web (Brin, 1998). As of today, a comprehensive index of the Web contains

over a billion documents, and top search engines handle hundreds of millions of queries

per day. Today's search engines are capable of searching billions of pages and

summarizing the results in a matter of seconds. From a user's perspective, several
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reasonslike the reliability of the search engine, the way the search results are
displayed, the number of results that are displayed, and, most importantly, the ease of

use in using the resultsmay play an important part in deciding which search engine to

use, and which not to use.

2.3.1.3 The Importance of Web Search Engines

Over the years, search engines have gained in popularity as more and more

people try to access information without having to browse multiple Web pages in order to

find what they are looking for. Search engines offer users the convenience of browsing a

list of 10-15 results summarized in a single page. The results can save users the
frustration of traversing across multiple Web pages for information.

Following is a collection of the best quotes on search engines, provided by some

of the leading experts in Web analysis and statistics, which stress the importance of
search engines.

"Search engines are the top way consumers find new web sites onilne, used by

73.4% of those surveyed." (Forrester Research, March 2001)

"Nine out of ten web users visit a search engine, portal or community site each

month. They also revisit frequently, nearly five times per month." (Nielsen-Net

Ratings, May2001)

"Search engine positioning was the top method cited by web site marketers to

drive traffic to their sites (66%), followed by email marketing (54%)."(Direct

Marketing Association, August2000)

"57% of Internet users search the web each day, making search the second most

popular Internet activity." (How people use the Internet, February 2000)

"Over 75 percent of web users use search engines to traverse the web." (Real

Names Survey, April2000)

The above quotes illustrate the fact that finding information by way of search

engines is the most preferred method of users today, evidenced by the high volume of

users using search engines, and that searching can be said to be one of the most
popular Internet activities.
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2.3.1.4 Major Search Engines Today

Although many search engine companies are trying to build a faster and better

search engine than what is currently available, Google, MSN, and Yahoo have the top

three search engines today (www.searchenginewatch.com, 2001).

Figure 1 shows the market percentage of the top three search engine

companies. As the search engine competition intensifies, search engine companies are

diversifying their search engines in such a way that they cater to every possible user

need.

Figure 1: Market share of search engines (source: searchenginewatch.com)

2.3.1.5 How Do Search Engines Work?

In search engines, a computer program, which is usually called a spider or a

robot, gathers new documents from the World Wide Web. The program retrieves

hyperlinks that are associated with these documents, loads them into the database, and

indexes them using a formula that differs across databases. The search engine later

searches the database according to the request entered by a user. Although robots have

many different ways of collecting information from Web pages, the major search engines

all claim to index the entire text of each Web document in their databases. Figure 2

provides a graphical representation of how a search engine works.
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Figure 2: Search engine architecture for small screen devices. The figure shows the graphical

representation of how a search engine works for SSDs. The only difference is that the SSD

search engine parses files which are exclusively meant for SSDs as opposed to the standard

HTML/XHTML files for the desktop environment (source: sonera.com, 2001).

2.3.2 Desktop Search Engines

Although Google, MSN, and Yahoo continue to be the most preferred search

engines today, there are different variants of search engines available in the market.

Currently, Google indexes 8 billion pages; Microsoft indexes 5 billion; and Yahoo is

estimated to index about 4 billion (nytimes.com, 2001). Almost all the search engines

have similar search technologies, with the sole exception of Google. The four major

types of search engines available today follow:

Automated search engines rely on software-based "ranking algorithms" to

determine which key words a Web site can be found under, and also to determine the

ranking of the Web site. Automated search engines are rapidly decreasing in popularity

and are converting to a more human-edited and/or pay-per-click format. The best

example of automated search engines is iWon (www.iwon.com).
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Human-Edited search engines require acceptance by a human editor, who can

approve or reject the Web site submission. The editor can influence certain ranking

elements if the ranking and submission process is not executed perfectly. Most traffic

today is generated from human-edited search engines. Examples of human-edited

search engines include Look smart (www.looksmart.com) and Open Directory Project

(www.dmoz.org).

Pay-Per-Click search engines are essentially performance-based search

engines, where listing is not possible unless the customer pays for the traffic received by

the Web site. Pay-per-click search engines are the fastest growing type of search
engines. Examples of pay-per-click search engines include GOTO (now

www.overture.com) and Find what (www.findWhat.com).

Hybrid search engines are a combination of the three different styles of engines

described above. For instance, AltaVista (www.altavista.com) borrows its Web site

database from Look smart, but applies a unique ranking algorithm. In addition, it

incorporates search results from GOTO (now www.overture.com) at the top of the page.

Apart from the services of the four types of search engines available today,

search engines also cater to a variety of needs and requirements. Search engine

companies have been known to offer customized search solutions to various industries

and institutions. The search technology is the same but offers higher levels of
customization. Search engines usually charge the industry or institution a premium for

making the searches customizable to fit their needs. All the major search companies,

like Google, MSN, and Yahoo, have customized paid search systems available for a

variety of clients.

Do Search engines function the same way for SSDs? The next section discusses

how they are similar to and different from traditional desktop search engines.
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2.3.3 PDA Search Engines

Given the plethora of search engines available, why would one want a search
engine for the PDA? Secondly, are they any different from the regular search engines?

Traditional search engines are not suited for small screen devices because the search

engine results are formatted for the desktop environment. To actually see the results that

are displayed, some sort of horizontal or vertical scrolling has to be done every time on

the PDA, which can be annoying.

2.3.4 Display of Search Results

Do users really care about how advanced the search engines they use are, or do

they care more about the quality of results and how well the results are displayed?

Often, users return back to an ineffectual search engine because it was "easy on the

eyes" and they liked the way the results were displayed (Berry, Browne, 1999).

Other factors notwithstanding, the most important factor from the SSD user's

perspective is the user interface. A user interface generally consists of the following

components: metaphors, mental models, navigation, interaction, and appearance

(Marcus, 2001). Metaphors are fundamental concepts that are communicated through

words, images, sounds, and perhaps even experiences. A mental/internal model is

created through the sight of some display of data, and navigation is the creation and

interpretation of an internal model (Spence, 2001). Finally, interaction deals with the
input and output techniques, and the appearance of the user interface involves the

visual, auditory, and tactile characteristics (Marcus, 2001).

The user interface design for mobile devices presents special challenges for

designing an efficient and effective user interface. Much of the work on user interface

design that has been done for the desktop computer cannot be generalized for mobile

devices (Munusamy, 2002). This is primarily due to the fact that most of the desktop

interface designers did not take into consideration the fact that desktop interface
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characteristics might not be transferable to other environments, like the SSDs
environment.

A normal search query using a search engine in a desktop environment can yield

hundreds of results, which are often displayed on 10-15 pages. Navigating to and fro,

browsing the list of results to see which results are the most relevant is usually done

much faster on a desktop environment. The screen size of a Pocket PC PDA is 320x240

pixels, while a cellular phone may have screen space for seven rows of 16 character-

wide texts with graphics resolution around 100x45 pixels. These are the main reasons

why traditional search engines available on the Web today are not directly suited for
mobile devices.

Font sizes are usually smaller for SSDs than those found on conventional

desktops. Reading small font sizes on a small screen device for extended periods of

time may cause eyestrain, and reading for extended periods on a daily basis may cause

eye damage. Navigating using a stylus also forces the eyes to focus on certain
navigational elements on the interface. Navigational elements may also vary from SSD

interface to interface, thus increasing eyestrain. A common way to accommodate both

navigation and reading issues would be to increase the font size on certain SSDs. This,

however, raises the problem of vertical and/or horizontal scrolling, and may cause

inconvenience to the user.

A search engine which takes into consideration the various challenges that the

small screen devices present in terms of screen space, as well as the way results are

displayed on the user interface, and which comes up with a new markup language that

the various SSDs could use for better display of results would be something to look

forward to, given the ever growing popularity of both search engines and small screen

devices.

2.3.5 The Future of PDA Search Engines

How the PDA market matures and how many people would want a personalized

search engine that works exclusively with just their PDA would be one of the deciding
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factors in shaping the outcome for PDA search engines. Judging by the number of sales

in the PDA market, more and more people will be using PDAs and the Internet for a

variety of needs. Searching for information would definitely be one of the top priorities,

as was evident by the facts discussed in section 2.3.1.3. The quality of SSD search

engines is directly proportional to the interest generated by the SSDs consumer market.

The future of PDA search engines ultimately depends on desktop search engines, as the

majority of people accessing the Internet are predominantly desktop computer users and

more research is being done in the field of desktop computers. This, however, translates

into good news for PDA users, since both these classes of search engines have similar

search technologies.

As scientists come up with even more complex algorithms to improve current

search engine technology, more work to improve the way search results are displayed
allowing users to retrieve accurate results from usable interfaceswould certainly be

beneficial and helpful.

Most search engines present query results as long, often overwhelming, ranked

lists, making users scroll and examine documents in detail as they proceed to make

relevance judgments (Jones, 2002). Such approaches mean that even on conventional

large displays search interfaces are not highly usable. As Schneiderman (1986) put it,

"...the result is confusion and frustration."

Do users really need 20 pages of results on entering a search query? Are there

results of any relevance after the first few pages? Can search engines predict the way

users use the search engine and display results based on their preferences? These are

some of the questions that may decide where search engines are truly headed.

2.3.6 Are Products We Use Easy to Use?

In today's information age, usability is critical to almost every new product or

service. Usability, or the ease of using a product, is fast becoming one of the key factors

in a product's dominance in the market. Usability is an increasingly important competitive

issue in the software industry. Companies that have had the foresight to embrace
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usability as part of their product development lifecycle have experienced tremendous

return on investment. Usable products support users' workf lows and help users avoid

errors. Usable products can also provide users with feedback, give users control, and

minimize users' cognitive loads. Products that are not usable are both frustrating and
inefficient for users.

Although emphasis on usability is not as widespread as it should be, several

leading usability experts are taking the initiative to make it so by conducting seminars,

workshops, conferences, and even road shows to promote usability.

2.4 Usability Engineering

This section discusses the concept of usability, how to measure usability, and

why measuring usability is important, then shifts focus to SSD usability and talks about

future advances in this area. Usability testing and the various types of usability testing

are then discussed briefly. Limitations of usability testing are highlighted and other

options that might be better than conventional usability testing and more worthwhile to

use are discussed at the end of the section

24.1 Introduction

The term usability has been defined as "The effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction with which specified users achieve specified goals in particular

environments" (ISO 9001).

2.4.2 Usability Attributes

The International Standard Organization defines usability as consisting of five

distinct components, or attributes (ISO 9001):

Effectiveness



'The accuracy and completeness with which users achieve certain goals. Indicators of

effectiveness include quality of solution and error rates."

Efficiency

'The relation between (1) the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve

certain goals and (2) the resources expended in achieving them. Indicators of efficiency

include task completion time and learning time."

Satisfaction

'The users' comfort with and positive attitudes towards the use of the system. Users'

satisfaction can be measured by attitude rating scales such as Software Usability

Measurement Inventory (SUM!)."

Memorability

Barnum (2000) defines the requirement for Memorability as: "The system should be easy

to remember, so that the casual user is able to return to the system after a time and not

have to learn it all over again."

For example, the "Home" icon on most browsers is a little house. The reason for

this is that people assume this house represents their home. Thus the home concept is

communicated to them via a visual cue.

Learnability

Barnum (2000) defines the requirement for Leamability as: 'The system should be easy

to learn so that the user can rapidly start doing some work."

For example, users familiar with the user interface on a Windows environment

would find it easy to learn and adapt to a slightly different interface having the same

elements as the Windows environment.

The last two attributes are not used as frequently.

2.4.3 Usability Principles/Heuristics

"Usability heuristics" are key principles, or measures of usability, which may

contribute towards making a product easy to use. They can help to indicate the "utility" of
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a product that is, the extent to which the product is useful, is usable, and will be used.

These heuristics can be used as a checklist for usability specialists in helping them to

assess the usability of a product.

Following are Nielsen's ten general principles for user interface design. They are

called "heuristics" because they are more in the nature of rules of thumb than specific

usability guidelines (Nielsen, 1994).

1. Visibility of system status

The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through

appropriate feedback within reasonable time.

2. Match between the system and the real world

The system should speak the user's language, with words, phrases and concepts

familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world

conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical order.

3. User control and freedom

Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked

"emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to go through an

extended dialogue. Supports undo and redo.

4. Consistency and standards

Users should not have to wonder whether difterent words, situations, or actions

mean the same thing. Follow plafform conventions.

5. Error prevention

Even better than good error messages is a careful design, which prevents a

problem from occurring in the first place.

6. Recognition rather than recall

Make objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not have to

remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for

use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use

Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user may often speed up the interaction

for the expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced and

experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design
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Dialogues should not contain information that is irrelevant or rarely needed.

Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of

information and diminishes their relative visibility.

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors

Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely

indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution.

10. Help and documentation

Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may

be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such information should

be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to be carried

out, and not be too large.

Although there are several different versions of a few basic usability principles,

Nielsen's list of 'Ten Usability Heuristics" is the most widely recognized and referenced

list today (Nielsen, 1994). Tognazzini also has a list of basic principles for interface

design (Tognazzini, 2003). Xerox Corporation has combined both Nielsen and

Tognazzini's lists of usability principles to come up with their own heuristic checklist,

which can be found at the Society of Technical Communication's special interest group

Web site (http://www.stcsig.org/usability/resources/toolkit/toolkit. html). Several other
major corporations like Microsoft (http:I/www. microsoft.com/usability/default.mspx), IBM

(http://www-306. ibm.com/ibm/easy/eou_ext. nsf/publish/i 996), and last but not the least,

Oracle (www.ui.us.oracle.com) have their own customized set of usability principles

and/or guidelines, which can be found on the companies' respective Web sites.

2.4.4 Usability Testing

The process of learning from users about a product's usability by observing them

using the product is called usability testing (Barnum, 2002). Since the primary goal is to

improve the usability of a product, specific goals and concerns must be articulated for

each test. The participants must represent real users, and they should do real tasks. The

usability team records the participants' input and analyzes the data, diagnoses the
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problems, and recommends changes to fix problems, based on the participants'
feedback (Redish and Dumas, 1999).

Although there are different types of usability testing methods, utilizing a
combination of two different usability testing methods usually provides the best result. A

quick overview of the major types of usability tests follows (Nielsen, 1994).

Heuristic evaluation is the most informal method and involves having a small set of

evaluators examine the interface and judge its compliance with established usability
principles.

Cognitive walkthroughs use a more explicitly detailed procedure to simulate a user's

problem-solving process at each step in the human-computer dialogue, checking to see

if the simulated user's goals and memory for actions can be assumed to lead to the next

correct action.

Pluralistic walkthroughs are meetings where users, developers, and human factors

specialists step through a scenario, discussing usability issues associated with dialogue

elements involved in scenario steps.

Feature inspections focus on the function delivered in a software system. For

example, they evaluate whether the function as designed meets the needs of intended
end users.

Consistency inspections have designers representing multiple projects inspect an
interface to see whether it does things in a way that is consistent with their own designs.

Standards inspections have an expert on some interface standard inspect the interface

for compliance.

Formal usability inspection is a combination of individual and group inspections in a

six-step process with strictly defined roles, drawing on elements of both heuristic
evaluation and a simplified form of cognitive walkthroughs.
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When should usability-testing methods be used?

With a few exceptions, such as feature inspections, inspection methods are not

suited for use in the very early phases of the usability engineering lifecycle where no

user interface has been designed or implemented (Nielsen, 1994). As mentioned earlier,

a combination of two different usability-testing methods provides the best results, in

terms of usability problems being detected. Heuristic evaluations, along with situation-

specific usability testing methods, have proven to be the best combination for evaluating

the usability of a product. Although lots of research has been done in usability testing for

the desktop environment, not much research has been done in the area of small screen

devices.

2.4.5 SSD Usability

Over the past two decades, human-computer interaction standards have been

developed and tested, and there has been a lot of ongoing research done by both

industry and independent experts in the field of human-computer interaction, allowing a

marked improvement in usability of desktop computers. However, such standards

cannot always be applied to design applications for mobile devices (Masoodian, 1999).

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to describe the usability of all existing SSDs in detail.

However, several relevant and significant research papers have used the PDA as the

primary model, as opposed to other SSDs. PDAs were used in the experiment for this

thesis, so PDAs are considered to be a good representation of SSDs.

2.4.5.1 PDA Usability

The current state of PDA usability

Designers of interfaces for hand-held devices have come to realize that novel

user interface design for small screens is far from a straightforward adaptation of

techniques developed for traditional large screens to their smaller counterparts
(Holmquist, 1999).
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User intertace design for mobile communication devices has not been a central

research topic in the past. Future communication devices will incorporate much of the

functionality of today's information processing devices, preserving important

characteristics like the fact that the devices must be personal and highly individualized

and increase the quality of life for their users (Ruuska, 2001).

The limitations of the SSDs small screen size require special attention, because

they affect the user's experience (Buyukkokten, 2000). A recent study found that users

with small screens follow links less frequently than their counterparts who were furnished

with larger displays, and that their success rate was lower (Kawachiya, 1999). The study

calls for improvements in navigation facilities for small screens.

What happens when small screen users access a site designed for a
conventional large screen display? It seems obvious that there would be some sort of

degradation in interaction time and user effort. However, an extensive literature survey

by Jones (2002) revealed no published studies that have looked directly at such issues.

2.4.5.2 Future of PDA Usability

Mobile hand-held Web browsing has been described as the next big thing for the

Web (Nielsen, 1999). Many believe that in several years' time, there will be more people

accessing the Internet via mobile devices (PDAs, cell phones etc) than via conventional

PCs (Jones, 2002).

As the capacity of wireless communication and the capabilities of mobile devices

grow, the challenge of finding ways around the severely limited display area associated

with these devices becomes increasingly urgent (Bruijn, 2001).
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24.6 Summary of Section

Hypothetically speaking, if we take into consideration the SSD market comprised

of only the PDA and cell phone, these two collectively are expected to post a record

number of sales in forthcoming years. For instance, the personal digital assistant (PDA)

market has grown dramatically in recent years. In 2002 alone, over 12 million handheld

devices were sold (Kawamoto, 2003), and a 17.6% annual growth in sales is expected

between 2003 and 2006 (Europe media, 2002). One factor that could have played an

important role in the record number of sales is usabi(ity. There is a strong probability that

the usability of the SSDs would play a major role in attracting potential users and
retaining current users.

More and more people are using SSDs - mobile phones, PDAs, etc. to search

online. Clearly, these services will be useful; especially to meet specific, focused, and

urgent information needs (Jones, 2003). But users of online search services on small

screens find it difficult to cope with the large number of potentially useful results returned

to their handheld devices (Buchanan, 2002).

More research needs to be done to find better ways to navigate through the

pages of results that a search query produces. As screen sizes shrink, navigation gets

more and more challenging. As search engines get more and more powerful, the quality

and quantity of results is bound to improve. Whetheror not the results are displayed in a

usable manner and can be easily interpreted by users remains the next big challenge for

search engine companies.

Usability testing does not guarantee that the product will be usable, because

usability testing is performed in artificial laboratory settings and the test participants are

rarely fully representative of the end user population.

The next section discusses how usability engineering can be improved by using

a discipline that develops and exploits structured, efficient approaches to analysis and

design to solve complex engineering problems.
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2.5 Systems Engineering

Section 2.5 provides an overview of systems engineering, a long established

process for the development of complex systems. The section discusses what a system

is and what systems engineering is all about, then proceeds to discuss the systems

engineering tool used for this thesis. The section closes by discussing how systems

engineering can be integrated into the usability engineering lifecycle to help the latter.

2.5.1 What Is a System?

Systems engineers define a system as a set of interrelated components working

toward a common objective. Systems are made up of components, relationships, and

attributes (Carlsson, 2002). Components are usually the operating parts of the system.

They can be physical artifacts, such as turbo generators, transformers, and transmission

lines in electrical Power systems. They can also be institutions in the form of legislative

artifacts, such as regulatory laws, traditions, and social norms (Carlsson, 2002).

Relationships are the links between the components, and attributes are the properties of

the components and the relationships between them; they characterize the system.

2.5.2 What Is Systems Engineering?

Systems engineering has several definitions. Martin (1997) defined Systems

Engineering as "the process that controls the technical system development effort with

the goal of achieving an optimum balance of all system elements."

The Systems engineering method

The Systems engineering method can be thought of as the systematic

application of the scientific method to the engineering of a complex system (Kossiakoff,

2003). The method can be considered to consist of four basic activities, as shown in

Figure 1. A brief description of the systems engineering method follows:
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Requirements Analysis (Problem Definition) is the process of studying user

needs to arrive at a valid definition of a system, functional hardware, or software

requirements (Kossiakoft, 2003).

Functional Definition (Functional Analysis and Allocation) is a process that

specifies the tasks, actions, or activities that a system or a system element must

be able to perform, and, where appropriate, the precision required in the
performance of a specified action (Kossiakoff, 2003).

Physical Definition (Synthesis, Physical Analysis, and Allocation) is a direct

representation of specifications of some or most of the physical characteristic of

the actual system or element under study (Kossiakoff, 2003).

Design Validation (Verification, Evaluation, Testing) involves evaluation of the

capability of the delivered system to meet the customer's requirements in the

most realistic environment achievable (Kossiakoff, 2003).

Although the systems engineering method is quite similar to the usability method,

the biggest difference is that systems engineering offers a more structured approach to

the whole process. Section 2.5.3 explains how usability engineering can benefit from

systems engineering.
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Figure 3: The four basic activities of the systems engineering method (Kossiakoff, 2003).

Systems engineering tools are those tools that support systems engineering

processes and systems engineering management. Systems engineering tools include

capability maturity models, standards, data flow diagrams, work breakdown structures,

and so on. There exists a plethora of systems engineering tools that can be used in the



systems engineering process, and these are listed on the International Council on

Systems Engineering (INCOSE) Web site (www.incose.com).

2.5.3 Integrating Usability Engineering and Systems Engineering

Usability engineering is a combination of management principals and techniques,

formal and semiformal evaluation techniques, and computerized tools. Systems
engineering is a systematic process that may fill in the deficiencies that usability
engineering has. Producing a usable interactive system may therefore require

complementary and parallel application of systems engineering and usability

engineering.
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Figure 4: Figure showing the systems and usability-engineering life cycle. Although the actual

engineering lifecycle is shown, the usability engineering lit ecycle has been scaled down from the

original version to show similarities and differences between the two lifecycles (Mayhew, 1992).
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The similarities of the usability and systems engineering lifecycles are evident

from both diagrams in Figure 4. A closer look at the functional requirements stage in the

usability lifecycle shows where systems engineering can prove to be an invaluable

resource. Functional requirements capture the behavior of the system, which can be

expressed as tasks or functions the system is expected to perform. A good approach to

capturing functional requirements is to utilize use cases. A use case defines a goal-

oriented set of interactions between external actors and the system under consideration.

Actors may be a class of users outside the system that interact with the system.

The functional definition step of systems engineering translates requirements into

functions (actions, tasks) that the system must accomplish (Kossiakoff, 2003). On the

other hand, use cases capture who (actor) does what (interaction) with the system, for

what purpose (goal), without dealing with the system (UML, 1999).
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Figure 5: Figure shows how the functional definition stage of the usability engineering lifecycle

bypasses the system and how the functional requirements stage of the systems engineering

lifecycle is involved within the system.

Since use cases do not deal with the system, this can be problematic in
situations where several decisions are to be made based on functional requirements,

which happens to be a fundamental and important step in the usability engineering

lifecycle. As several design decisions depend on producing effective functional
requirements in the usability engineering lifecycle, systems engineering can thus really

help by integrating several systems engineering concepts (as the case may be), like

functional modelingfor example, IDEFO modeling (described below)into the lifecycle.
This would enable the usability engineering lifecycle to benefit from the many
advantages of following a systematic systems engineering method.

A revised usability engineering lifecycle, which includes integrating the systems

engineering method, is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Figure shows the revised usability engineering lifecycle with key components of the

systems engineering included in the functional requirements stage of the usability engineering
lifecycle.

2.5.4 Summary of Section

As of today, systems engineering is practiced to solve complex engineering

processes. Although elements of systems engineering are embedded in all engineering

endeavors, many engineering projects do not seem to benefit from the numerous

advantages that systems engineering has to offer. Usability engineering is one of those

disciplines.

Although the usability engineering lifecycle looks pretty straightforward and easy

to follow and implement, in order to claim product success the end user needs to confirm

that the product is indeed "usable." Considering the fact that a user using software with a

graphical user interface or GUI interacts almost all the time with the interlace, software

usability is one of the main criteria to ensure product success. The usability engineering
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lit ecycle has several steps that can make a product usable, but with a stricter and better

defined approach to the whole process, usability of products can be taken a notch
higher.

Systems engineering is a discipline that develops and exploits structured efficient

approaches to analysis and design to solve engineering problems of varying complexity

levels. Although one of the disadvantages of the process is the amount of time involved,

once implemented it can improve efficiency and effectiveness and improve satisfaction,

attributes necessary to term a product usable.

Although there are several areas in the usability engineering lifecycle where

systems engineering methods can be applied, the functional requirements or definition

stage is one of the most important aspects in the usability engineering lifecycle. The

systems engineering method of applying a modeling approach to the functional
requirements stage of usability engineering is thus a small but significant step in
integrating systems engineering with usability engineering.

2.6 Research Objectives

The overall objective of this thesis was two-fold: (1) Investigate usability of

search engines in small screen devices, where two different types of search engines

were compared to find the better between the two, and to compare and contrast their

strengths and weaknesses; (2) Use a systems engineering approach to develop an

integrated usability-system engineering process, by combining the major advantages or

strengths of systems engineering and usability engineering

To achieve the first objective, the author did a study of usability methods for

small screen devices. Based on the study, an experiment was conducted, the data

collected was analyzed, and the better of the two search engines was determined. For

the second objective, the author combined systems engineering methods with usability

methods to develop an integrated process. The process developed to meet the second

objective was actually applied to meet the first objective.
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3 Research Methodology

3.1 Overview of Chapter

The overall purpose of this chapter is to show how systems engineering and

usability engineering were integrated, and to compare the usability of two search
engines for PDAs. Figure 1 provides an overall plan for the study. Analysis of the search

engine user system (1) was carried out in parallel with determining (2) a list of usability

metrics for search engine functions. An experiment (3) was conducted based on the

information collected from (1) and (2) and the analysis (4) was done based on data
collected from the experiment.
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3.1 i Overall Plan for the Study

Overall plan for the study

3'31 Usability
32
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Figure 7: Overall plan for the experiment mapped to sections of this chapter.
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3.2 Analysis of Search Engine User System

The analysis of the search engine system started with creation of the system

hierarchy diagram, which was followed by the system interaction diagram. The diagrams

aided in providing a foundation for modeling, explained in detail in Section 3.2.3 below.

3.2.1 System Hierarchy Diagram

A system hierarchy diagram is used to represent the overall architecture of a

system to be evaluated. This diagram illustrates how the product is broken down into
chunks. The system's main objective was to search the Web using the PDA. The system

was broken down to smaller and smaller subsystems. Based on the system hierarchy
diagram, a system interaction diagram was created to better understand the interactions

within the system. Figure 8 shows the system hierarchy diagram.

Search engines were broken down based on software and hardware. Software

could be further broken down into spiders/robots, which indexed the databases, and the

graphical interface, which displayed the results. Hardware was broken down into a
server, which hosted the database.

The PDA is made up of the hardware components and software powering the

PDA. Hardware was broken down into display, controls, battety, and wireless card. The

software for the PDA was broken down into the operating system and the browser.
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I PDA subsystem

Figure 8: System Hierarchy Diagram. The figure shows the overall architecture of Web search

using a PDA. The main system is then broken down into smaller chunks.
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3.2.2 System interaction Diagram

The system interaction diagram is useful for system structuring purposes and

represents system functionality. In Figure 9, a continuous line arrow represents
information, and the flow of energy is represented by dashes.

The two important aspects of the system, the search engine and the PDA, were

broken down based on software and hardware components. The search engine consists

of software in the form of spiders or robots, responsible for indexing the pages, and the

graphical user interface, responsible for displaying the search results. On the hardware

front, the search engine was broken down into an indexing and retrieval program

responsible for indexing and retrieving search results, a search engine server used for

storing search-related components, and also the search engine's database index storing

search queries.

The PDA was broken down to the hardware and software level too. The

hardware front of the PDA consisted of the display, which essentially displayed the

search results the search engine produced, and also provided possible interactions

between the PDA and the user. Buttons and a stylus for more precise control of the PDA

actions essentially operated the controls of the PDA. The PDA was battery-powered

when mobility was desired, and at other times electricity-powered. The operating system

was the main part on the software front, and browsers were the only way the user could

interact with the World Wide Web.

Interactions between these two main system components and other parts of the

system, like the wireless network, the Internet, and others, were then shown. Although

both the system hierarchy diagram and system interaction diagrams are not mandatory

procedures prior to the IDEFO modeling process (see 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, below), they do

provide a foundation for the IDEFO methodology and can be used as guiding tools.
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3.2.3 IDEFO Modeling

System Architect, a product of PopknTM software, was used for modeling in this

thesis. Microsoft Visio can also be used for such modeling; however, it does not offer the

same level of functionality that System Architect provides. Microsoft Visio can be used

as a fast alternative to quickly transfer ideas from a paper to an electronic version. The

IDEFO models used in the thesis were developed using a combination of System

Architect and MS Visio, although other tools can also be used for IDEFO modeling.

3.2.4 IDEFO as a Systems Engineering Method

Although systems engineering has several well-known methods, the author

makes an assumption that IDEFO is twice more likely to be used than any other method.

A list of advantages, detailed later in this section, explains why IDEFO may be the most

used systems engineering method to date.

IDEFO (Integration DEFinition language 0) is based on SADTTM (Structured

Analysis and Design TechniqueTM), developed by Douglas T. Ross and SofTech, Inc.

IDEFO is neither data flow nor workflow diagramming. Data flow diagramming is about

automating a process in the most efficient way, whereas workf low diagramming deals

with how an operation is conducted (Hill, 1995). In its original form, IDEFO included both

a definition of a graphical modeling language (syntax and semantics) and a description

of a comprehensive methodology for developing models. (Hill, 1995)

3.2.5 Description of the Top-Level IDEFO Model

IDEFO may be used to model a wide variety of automated and non-automated

systems. An IDEFO model is a graphic description of the functions or activities of a
system or subject that is developed for a specific purpose and from a selected viewpoint.

A generic top-level A-0 IDEFO model is as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Diagram showing the top level of an IDEFO model.
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An IDEFO model contains three types of inputs and one type of output to and
from a function box, represented by arrows. Arrows do not represent data flow or
sequence as they do in traditional flow diagrams; they represent data or objects that
interact with the function (Hill, 1995). IDEFO arrows are defined as follows:

Input Arrow: The class of arrows that express IDEFO Input, i.e., the data or

objects that are transformed by the function into output. Input arrows enter the
left side of an IDEFO box.

. Control Arrow: The class of arrows that express IDEFO Control, i.e., conditions

required to produce correct output. Data or objects modeled as controls may be

transformed by the function, creating output. Control arrows enter the topside of
an IDEFO box.

. Mechanism Arrow: The class of arrows that express IDEFO Mechanism, i.e., the

means used to perform a function; Mechanism arrows connect to the bottom side
of an IDEFO box.

Output Arrow: The class of arrows that express IDEFO Output, i.e., the data or

objects produced by a function. Output arrows are associated with the right side
of an IDEFO box.

Figure 11 depicts the top-leve' function of the IDEFO model developed in this
study. This top-level function transforms a PDA in an off state (represented as an IDEFO

input) into a PDA, which has the displayed results (the corresponding IDEFO output).
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The user who is in a state ready for search is transformed into a user who views results

displayed on the PDA. The function is performed by the PDA and the user (represented

by IDEFO mechanisms). Numerous factors constrain, facilitate, and guide the function

(represented as IDEFO controls). These include factors affecting search on the PDA
(e.g. mobile or fixed environment), search engine factors (e.g. technology of search

engine), user preferences (e.g. large font size), user factors (e.g. experience using a

PDA), and search goal (e.g. find information about PDA usability).

Factors affecting display on PDA
Searth engine factors

User preferences

User Factors

Search Goal

-

PDAOff:_j
Search Web using PDA: Resutsdspa

UserReady for ser PDA User: Vewng resu PDA

PDA User

Figure 11: Figure showing top level (A-O) of the IDEFO model used in the thesis.

3.2.6 Why Was IDEFO Chosen for This Thesis?

IDEFO was chosen for this thesis because of the author's familiarity with IDEFO

and also for the fact that the IDEFO method was appropriate for the study.

The primary strength of IDEFO is that the method has proven effective in detailing the

system activities for function modeling, the original structured analysis communication

goal for IDEFO. The description of the activities of a system can be easily refined into

greater and greater detail until the model is as descriptive as necessary for the decision-
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making task at hand. The hierarchical nature of IDEFO facilitates the construction of

models that have a top-down representation and interpretation.

IDEFO models can provide a solid baseline for applying metrics, which can be

used for improving process and output. From a business perspective, it provides an

abundance of documentation and also provides a sufficient understanding for attaching

cost. Finally, it provides an architecture that can be studied, refined, and improved.

One of the major weaknesses with IDEFO models is that they often are so

concise that they are understandable only if the reader is a domain expert or has
participated in the model development. Also, IDEFO models tend to be interpreted as
representing a sequence of activities, which they cannot. IDEFO models can expose (1)

processes that do not deliver outputs, (2) overly complex processes that need
improvement, (3) "high cost" processes, (4) exorbitant process flow types and cycle
times, and (5) redundant processes for elimination (Hill, 1999). The problems that IDEFO

presents are actually disguised as positive results, since the problems can be viewed as
opportunities to make improvements.
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Figure 13: Sample taken trom Figure 4 as an example.

As an example, Figure 12 depicts one of the many functions of the IDEFO model

developed in the thesis. The A4 function, "display and review search results," transforms

a PDA retrieving search results into a PDA displaying results. The user who is awaiting

search results is transformed into a user viewing results displayed on the PDA. The PDA

and the user perform the function. Factors like user preferences (e.g. large font size),

user factors (e.g. experience using a PDA), factors affecting search on PDA (e.g. mobile,

fixed environment), search engine factors (e.g. technology of search engine), and search

goal factors (e.g. find information about PDA) constrain, facilitate, and/or guide the

function.

In the same way, each level was broken down for the model. Appendix Ill shows

the detailed breakdown of each level (levels AO through A5).

Figure 13 (see above) shows level AO of the model. Appendix Ill shows the

detailed breakdown of each level (levels AO through A5).
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In the first part of Section 3.2, the overall plan for the experiment indicated that

IDEFO models were used for comparing with usability attributes/metrics. How IDEFO

models were applied to usability attributes/metrics is discussed later in Section 3.3.2.

3.2.1 System Hierarchy I Metrics for five

dagram usaMly attributes

32.2 System Interaction

dllaram

3.2.3

J
DEFO modeling Comparison of33:

fip ns/tasks with
respoct to usabdity
aftributs/metrics

Figure 14: Figure showing how IDEFO modeling was integrated with the usability metrics part

3.3 Usability Metrics

While doing the IDEFO modeling, a parallel process of identifying appropriate

usability metrics was done. Usability metrics provide a way to measure usability

attributes, as explained in Section 4.1.3, 4.1.4. Possible usability metrics which could be

used to measure the five attributes of usability (efficiency, effectiveness, user

satisfaction, memorability, and learnability) were chosen.



3.3.1 Metrics with Regard to Five Usability Attributes.

Nielsen's full list of usability metrics (Nielsen, 1991) were arranged arbitrarily with

respect to the usability attributes (Section 4.1.2) in a matrix form. The matrix approach

was followed to group the metrics in a better manner with the attributes. This process

also helped to eliminate recurring metrics for the attributes. The metrics were then

classified according to being either qualitative or quantitative with regard to the five main

usability attributes.

The main usability attributes considered were:

1. Effectiveness

2. Efficiency

3. User Satisfaction

4. Learnability

5. Memorability

The metrics were then classified according to being either quantitative, designated with a

#, or qualitative, designated with a +.

The list of generic usability metrics arranged with respect to the attributes follows:

1. Effectiveness: The accuracy and completeness with which users achieve certain

goals. Indicators of effectiveness include quality of solution and error rates.

# Numberof errors

# Percent of tasks completed

# Ratio of successes to failures

# Number of features or commands used

# Number of times interface misleads user

# Number of times user loses control of the system

+ Ease of entry and exit

+ Ability to accommodate user's personal preferences
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+ Location of controls affecting the interface accessibility and usability

: Availability of shortcuts

Means of providing feedback

Knowledge and understanding required by user to use interface

+ Skill level required to use the interface

+ Standardization of interfaces with respect to others

Consistency within the interface

+ Ability to allow user to change settings or to initiate or perform a function

Control attributes location affecting users accessibility and operability

+ The speed with which the user must accomplish procedures or the time allowed

for those procedures to be executed

2. Efficiency: the relation between (1) the accuracy and completeness with which

users achieve certain goals and (2) the resources expended in achieving them.

Indicators of efficiency include task completion time and learning time.

# Time to complete a task

# Time spent on errors

# Time spent recovering from errors

# Number of errors

# Time spent using Help

# Number of repetitions or failed commands

# Number of times user needs to work around problem

# Number of times user is disrupted by a work task

Frequency of help or documentation use

3. User Satisfaction: the user's comfort with and positive attitudes towards the use

of the system. User's satisfaction can be measured by attitude rating scales,

such as Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI).

# Rating scale for usefulness of the product or service

# Rating scale for satisfaction with functions and features

# Number of times user expresses frustration or anger

# Rating scale for user's perceived control
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+ Attributes of the design making user interface worthy of the user's trust

+ Ability of the interface to accommodate the user's personal preferences

+ Location of controls affecting the interface accessibility and usability

Availability of shortcuts

Means of providing feedback

4. Learnability: The system should be easy to learn so that the user can rapidly
start doing some work

# Timetoleam

+ Knowledge and understanding required by user to use interface

+ Standardization of interfaces with respect to others

Consistency within the interface

User movement accuracy affecting ability of the user to achieve accuracy

5. Memorability: The system should be easy to remember, so that the casual

user is able to return to the system after a time and not have to learn it all over
again.

# Number of features recalled by user

+ Standardization of interfaces with respect to others

+ Consistency within the interface

+ Consistency of the interface with various principles



3.3.2 Association of Functions/Tasks with Usability Attributes/Metrics

32 Regroupiig of metrics

Cornp8risonof

functionsitasks wtth

respect to uabiity

I attributes/mctiics

Figure 15: Figure showing how IDEFO modeling was integrated with the usability metrics

part for association

Functions/Tasks from the IDEFO model were then put into an Excel worksheet

and compared with the generic usability metrics of the five usability attributes in order to

provide metrics, which were more applicable and specific to the functions/tasks at hand.

Including all known usability metrics was well beyond the scope of this thesis, so a

simple five-step exercise was done to reduce the number of metrics for the association.

1. Al! the metrics were grouped under their respective attribute.

2. Metrics which appeared under more than one attribute, were highlighted.

3. The high'ighted metrics were retained only for the attribute that seemed like the

best fit. The other highlighted metrics were eliminated.

4. The remaining metrics, apart from the highlighted ones, were then compared with

the functions/tasks, and if there appeared no possible fit, they were eliminated.

Due to a possibility of error on the author's part, the entire exercise was repeated

three times. Repetition helped in eliminating metrics that did not quite logically

associate with the attribute.

5. In the end, each attribute had a unique metric. This exercise produced a much

cleaner, more manageable, and reduced list of metrics, which was used in the

experiment.

Table 2 presents the reduced list of usability attributes/metrics. The author used

the list extensively for the experiment, as described in the next section.
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3.4 Experimental Design

As discussed in Section 2.4.5 of the literature review, several relevant and

significant research papers have used the PDA as the primary model in their research,

as opposed to other small screen devices. PDAs were also easier to obtain for the

experiment, due to their easy availability within the College of Engineering, and there

was a greater chance of finding participants who had used a PDA for the Internet than

any other SSD. For all the above reasons, PDAs were used in the experiment for this

thesis.

Getting participants who had prior experience using a PDA for the experiment
from within the Oregon State University campus was a huge challenge. Since this thesis

was not funded, compensating participants from outside the campus was not a feasible

solution either. It was therefore decided to forego the Pilot study and start the actual

experiment. The limitations of not doing a pilot study are discussed in the conclusions

section.

3.4.1 Participants

Participants were recruited by bulletin board announcements and by word of

mouth at Oregon State University. The participant population was not restricted to any

gender or ethnic group. A total of 24 participants were recruited, which were later divided

into two groups of 12 each. Out of the 24 participants, 12 participants had used a PDA

before; the remaining 12 had never used a PDA before.

3.4.2 Experimental Setup

The experiment was conducted in one of the office spaces in the industrial

engineering department at Oregon State University. Figure 16 shows the setup for the

experiment. A fixed video camera recording both video and audio was used for capturing

the facial expressions of participants. The videos were later analyzed on a case-by-case

basis to provide data for the experiment. A PDA (HP Compaq iPAQ 720) was used as

the SSD for the experiments. The PDA was connected to the College of Engineering's

wireless network by means of a wireless card.
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Lab setup for experiment

Figure 16: Figure shows the lab setup for the experiment. It consisted of a video camera

recording the expressions of the participant. The participant was asked to perform a series of

search tasks using the PDA
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Figure 17: Figure of the FDA (HP Compaq FAQ 720) used for the experiment.

3.4.3 Procedure

Two search engines, Google-desktop version and Google-PDA version, were

chosen for this experiment, based on the search engines' popularity (Section 2.3.14) and

also because of the fact that Google was the only search engine offering both desktop

and PDA versions at the time this experiment was conducted.

Since the main goal of the study was to compare the usability of search engines

in PDAs, gathering every bit of information from the experiment was a necessity. Video-

and audio-taping and having the participants fill out questionnaires were thus of great

help. Reviewing and analyzing video tapes was essential because this provided the

investigator with a way to review facial expressions (reflecting satisfaction, frustration,

anger, etc.) that would normally be very difficult to capture while the investigator was

attending to other tasks, such as data collection and management of the experiment.
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Questionnaires were designed to give an overaU idea about the participant in

terms of education, computer skills, etc. Analysis of the questionnaires allowed the

investigator to gather data that would otherwise be difficult to gather while doing the

experiment.

Before the data collection, an Informed Consent form was given to the
participant. After reading it, the participant was invited to ask any question related to the

experiment, and was asked to sign the form if he/she agreed to be part of the study.

The step-by-step procedure was as follows:

1. After the participant read and signed the Informed Consent form, the investigator

gave him/her a brief demonstration of the PDA, which was as follows:

The investigator clicked the power button on the upper right hand corner of the

PDA and started the PDA.

The investigator clicked on the PDAs Start button (similar to the desktop start

function).

. The investigator selected the Internet Explorer icon, which appeared on the

menu list after clicking Start, and the default home page was displayed on the

browser.

. A bnght green ght on top of the PDA indicated that the wireless network was

working and the investigator was connected to the World Wide Web.

The investigator then explained to the participant the different icons/images

onscreen and what they did (View, Tools, Back, Refresh, Home, Favorites, and

Stop).

The investigator then demonstrated the entry of Web page addresses using the

keyboard available on the PDA.

2. The PDA was then handed over to the participant, and the participant was given up

to 15 minutes to make himself or herself familiar with the device. After familiarization

with the device, the participant indicated to the investigator that he/she was ready to

begin the experiment.

3. Video recording was then started and the participant was asked to open the default

PDA browser (Internet Explorer in this case).
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4. The investigator asked the participant to start the search engine (either the Google

PDA or Desktop version) and perform a set of tasks for a Web search.

5. As mentioned earlier, each participant had 2 runs to complete. The order of the

scenario and the search engine was switched randomly for all the participants.

Table 3 gives a complete listing of all combinations for all the participants. To

describe an experimental run in detail, the following section tracks participant 10

(P10) through one scenario. Sample screenshots are shown in Figures 18 and 19.

Week 1 VVeak2 Week3 Week4 Week5 Weekb
Run Run Run Run Run Run

PDA SC1 Gi
Dl p pg P13

P17 P21SC2 G2

P2 Pb PlO* -- -

SC2 Cl
P3 Pi

\

\P11 b
P19 P2Sd G2

SC2 G2
P4 P8 Pi\ \

1
::i.:

RTiUn2
Sd Scenariofj

Cl Google Desktop version
C2 Google PDA version

__ *iiiIIi*_:±
Table 5: This table shows how participants were allocated search engines and scenarios during

the experiment. For example, Participant 10 had Scenario 1 and the Google PDA version during

the first half of the experiment. For the second half, the participant had Scenario 2 and the

Google desktop version for performing the tasks.

PlO had Scenario 1 and the Google PDA version in Run 1. For Run 2, P10 had

Scenario 2 and the Google Desktop version. After the briefing about using a PDNhand-

held was done, PlO was handed over a copy of the scenario, where h/she was asked to
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assume the role of the character present in the scenario and follow the instructions

mentioned in the copy of the scenario to achieve the end result. The author kept track of

time taken to complete each task throughout the entire experiment.

Scenario 1: Main Page

John Smith works for a big computer firm in Austin, Texas, and is presently in

Corvallis to fix some major flaws in the computers at his firm's Corvallis unit. After his

work is done, he decides to visit his friend in Eugene. Help him find his way to Eugene

and to the Portland Airport, from where he will catch a flight to take him to Austin, Texas.

For the tasks coming up, imagine yourself to be in John's shoes and carry

out ALL the tasks John thinks would help him get to his destination.

The main page gave an overview of the scenario, and asked PlO to complete

tasks as s/he proceeded.
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Task lot 4

John is unsure of the best & cheapest way to get to Eugene. He opens his

favonte seerch enoloe on the computer to find out. Flyirii and taking the train are out of

the q COtiOO smce they are ether expensive or do not fit hs schedule. Left with no other

option, he decides to dOie

7That does John do

Looks fr popular rental r eomienCorvaIIis(FindaList
Nhat PlO did What the experirnenterdid

Typed rental car companies CotvaE.hs in the search box From

the Uct at search results, clicked on the ft search result,
which cok the ioort t a Web none which wos quite

Recorded minutes as the time
deferent trom :noi. FtU expe'ted. PlO traversed several timer

taken to ccrnplete the task.
tiU s/he found hat s/hens looking for PlO informed the
mpeirictw Jen so' ns mody to move on to the ne t

riesacomPalison
of prices and settles for the che3pest rental cor

PlO did Ihat the experimenter did

fryped in "price comparison motal cars Conmhs Not finding

anWiing wlvarit to the search in hand, revised the search Pecorded 6 minutes as the time

critena a c onpe cf times till s/he found Out exactly what the

task demanded P10 informed the exuerimenter when z/h

taken. to complete the task.

Recorded satisfaction"
woo rtndyto move en to the next task ecnression.



Task 2 of 4

He meets hs friend in Eugene and they catch up on old times. Their pleasant

coiwersation is interrupted by a phone cail from John's boss asking him to come to
Austin ASAP. His tickets have already been purchased and he dos to coflect them from
the Portland irport.. But since the eorhest flight leaves Pordand airport in the next hour,
he has no cpton but to rç from the Eugene Airport.

What does John do next?

Looks for infoimahon about uene Atpn

1Nhat the experimenter did

Recorded 4 minutes as the time

aken to complete the task.

) Recorded sat'sfaction

rpressio n.

ecordad "spelling' error.

Looks ot q. .t optiois imit p cinj or a .way up rom ..ugene to cirtland f R' a Lj$tl

at PlO did 1What the experimenter did j
Typed in expedia as the search ontena and clicked on the

first search result, wkeh was from expethacom. PlO informed Recorded 2 minutes as the time

the experimenter when s/he was ready to move on to the next taken to complete the task.

Looks lou rnap showing Eugene Anpout

What PlO did Nhat the experimenter did

Typed in Eugene airport map as the eath criteria.. The first Recorded 3 minutes as the time

each result was ahrrk about Eugene Aaporl. PQ clicked the akerrto complete the task.

link, found what s/he was looking for, and unformed the Recorded °satisfactron

e perim enter that sh as ready to moe on to the next task. expression.
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Task 3 of4

Leavin the car at Eugene Airport, John finaUy arrives at Portland jrport and

gets his flight tokets. Checking the flight schedule, he sees that this flight has been
cancelled and the next 1ljht is 3 hours.. Cursing his luck, he decides to check the art

galleries in the city. i-ic vents 3 car from the airport and heads tu the city. Before heading

out, he decides to Find out bout the galleries in downtown and how he would get there.

What does John do

Looks for 34 ait galleries in the Porthrnd city area (List them)

WhatPitldd What the experimenter did

Typed in 'al o3llenes in PorUand as the search criteria. P1 L

had to tro'se a couple of times bli s/he found what they were Recorded 4 rninute os the me
looking For. PlO intorn the e\perirnenter when s/he was taken to complete the tk
ready to move on to the next task.

Looks for Portland city area maps

What RIO did What the eperime,nter did

Typed in "Portland city area maps" as the search criteria, and

from the search results clicked on one of the map links, among Recorded I minute as the time

an away of map-related links, just b&ow the search box. HO taken to complete the task.

informed the experimenter o1n she was ready to move on to Recorded "satisfaction"
the ret task
I....- .-

expression,___
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Task 4 of 4

The t gafleries turn out to be impressive Oethng to and from one gallery to

another is no prohlo.m, sino they are in close proximity to each otheruntil he roahzeo

that he s OSL ie raeo his steps and heads back to the last gallery, wIere tbo

manager generously otfes to. let John use the gailery computer. He also decides to

check the flçht schedules he he is oflne:

Whot 1 :fr rot

Re.-conflrms his flight schedules from the Portland Airport (Just find a hot of schedutes of an
airplane)

VVhat PlO did What the experimenter did

Typed in "Po'tIand airport as the search critena Chcking the

first search re.sut tco 1O otoagh to the Portland irport Web

page, where s/ho oas able to find what s/he was ooking for by Recorcib 3 minutes as the me
clicking or tie flight schedules hnk. P'O informed the taken to complete the'

experimenter when s/he was rea&j to move on to the next Recorded "satisfactior
task. e.:pression,
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For both runs, the experimenter noted any instance of frustration, anger, or

satisfaction. Later on, this was double-checked with the video tape recordings to makes

sure data was captured correctly. Errors, along with instances of asking the author for

help, were also noted and counted at the end. The author also made note of comments,

if any, provided by the participant during the experiment.

During the first run, PlO expressed 5 instances of satisfaction, since s/he could

finish the task easily. PlO misspelled the search criteria once, and had 3 comments
during the experiment, which were duly noted by the experimenter.

For run 2, PlO had Scenario 2 and the Googe Desktop version. Similar to Run 1,

the author collected data based on his observations. PlO showed 1 instance of anger,

and had 2 more comments, which the author duly noted during Run 2.

The same procedure for collecting data was used by the experimenter for the other tasks

in the study. Appendix I provides both scenarios used and lists all tasks performed in
the experiment.

5. The video recording was stopped upon completion of the session.

6. The experiment was repeated with the second search engine (Google PDNDesktop

version) and the second scenario, having a different set of tasks respectively.

7. All participants were asked to go through the same set of tasks, but the order of

search engines and scenarios was switched for each participant. Table 5 shows

the order of search engines and scenarios.
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Figure 19: Screenshot of the search results page (Google PDA version) on the iRAQ 720, and

enlarged views of the top and bottom half of the search results.



8. The participants were asked to fill out a post-experiment questionnaire at the end of

the experiment. The questions related to experience using the Internet, search

engines, and PDAs. Appendix II provides the entire questionnaire used in the

experiment.

Data (e.g., time to complete task, number of errors, and types of emotions) was

collected by means of video and audio recording, observation and questions related to

the tasks, and a post-experiment questionnaire, which follows:

1. How long have you been using the Internet?

2. In an average week, how often do you use the Internet?

3. In an average week, how often do you use a search engine?

4. Please circle each search engine you have used in the past year?

5. When did you first start using your primaly search engine?

6. How often are you able to find the in formation you are looking for on your

primaiy search engine?

7. Have you ever used a PDA before? (Please circle one)

8. Which PDA (manufacturer) have you used before?

9. Please indicate your PDA usage.

10. Have you used a PDA to perform a search before?

11. Did you use the PDA/hand-held version of the search engine?

3.5 Analysis

StatGraphics 5.1 was used for analysis of the data collected during the

experiment. All data was analyzed for normality and the residual plots were found to be

normal. Since more than two sets of data were always involved while doing the analysis,

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was chosen as the most appropriate method to do the

statistical analysis and was performed to compare the results from Google desktop use

with those from Google PDA use.

The following independent variables were considered.

Google desktop search engine

Google PDA search engine.
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The dependent variables were:

(1) Time taken to complete task

(2) Total Number of errors, which were broken down further:

Page not loading

Unable to complete task

PDA freezes

Spelling mistake(s)

Asks evaluator for help

(3) Emotions (Positive), which were broken down further:

Satisfaction

(4) Emotions (Negative), which were broken down further:

Frustration

Anger



4 Experiment Results

Data collected was analyzed using StatGraphics, and a Post-test questionnaire

was administered to participants after the experiment was completed. The data that was

collected was transferred to MS Excel sheets, and all the questions were analyzed on a

case-by-case basis. Categorized summaries and histograms were prepared for the
following post-test questionnaire questions (3.4.3).



4.1 Experimental results

Using StatGraphics, normality of the data was verified and the residual plots
were found to be normal. ANOVA was decided upon as the most appropriate method to
do the statistical analysis.

4.1.1 ANOVA comparing the Google desktop version against the Google
PDA version

An ANOVA was done comparing the Google desktop version against the Google
PDA version with respect to task completion time, total number of errors and emotions
(positive and negative).

Desktop mean(SD) PDA mean(SD) p-value
Time taken to complete task 30.52(8.42) 29.41 (8.21) 0.76
Total Number of errors 6.45(2.76) 7.16(2.98) 0.51
Emotions 5.95(1.13) 6.5(1.01) 0.44

Table 6: Google Desktop version Vs Google PDA version

Nothing was statistically significant in this case, failing to establish if either search
engine was better with respect to the metrics.

4.1.2 ANOVA comparing the Google PDA users against Non PDA users

An ANOVA was done for comparing PDA users against Non PDA ones with
respect to task completion time, total number of errors and emotions (positive and
neqative).

Desktop mean(SD) PDA mean(SD) p-value
Time taken to complete task 27.08(7.85) 26.52(7.60) 0.02
Total Number of errors 5.58(2.52) 6.87(2.82) 0.13
Emotions 1.04(0.66) 0.66(0.65) 0.86

Table 7: PDA Vs Non PDA users

As was expected, Non PDA users took more time to complete the tasks than PDA users,
as is evident from the p-value.

For the PDA and Non-PDA users, the means and standard deviations were calculated to
give a better analysis of the data.
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1. With regards to the Time taken to complete task, for PDA and Non PDA users,
the mean and standard deviation were calculated:

Std. Dev Mean
Non-FDA 7.853295 27.08333

FDA 7.600837 26.5

Table 8: Standard deviation and mean for FDA and Non-PDA users

Interaction PIot(PDA & Non-PDA users)

35 -------------------------i
30

25

U)

20

- 15
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0

Non-PDA FDA

+ Google Desktop
Google PDA

Figure 20. Graph showing the time taken (mean) by FDA and Non-FDA users to complete the
tasks assigned to them.
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2. With regards to the Total Number of errors, for FDA and Non FDA users, the mean and
standard deviation were calculated:

Std. Dev Mean
Non-FDA 2.521123 5.583333

FDA 2.829431 6.875

Table 9: Standard deviation and mean for FDA and Non-FDA users
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-----GoogIe FDA

Figure 21. Graph showing the Total Errors (mean) by FDA and Non-FDA while completing the

tasks assigned to them.
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3. With regards to the Emotions displayed by PDA and Non PDA users, the mean
and standard deviation were calculated:

Std. Dev Mean
Non-FDA 0.655686 1.041667

FDA 0.651339 0.666667

Table 10: Standard deviation and mean for FDA and Non-FDA users

Interaction plot(emotions)
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Figure 22. Graph showing emotions ( mean) by FDA and Non-FDA while completing the tasks

assigned to them.
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4.1.3 Errors for Google versions and PDA, Non-PDA users

The total numbers of errors were then broken down to find if there was anything

of statistical significance.

Desktop mean(SD) PDA mean(SD) p-value
Page not loading 3.47(0.87) 4.15(1.02) 0.87
Unable to complete task 1.12(0.54) 0.74(0.44) 0.07
PDA freezes 2.17(0.64) 3.27(0.89) 0.91
Spelling mistake(s) 1.04(0.53) 0.76(0.74) 0.06
Asks evaluator for help 1.17(0.65) 0.96(0.32) 0.04

Table 11: Errors broken down and compared for the PDA, Non PDA and Google search engines.

Except Non-PDA users asking for more help, there was marginal significance

among Non PDA users not being able to complete the task and having more spelling

mistakes than PDA users.
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4.2 Post-test questionnaire analysis

For the post-test questionnaire, participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire,

which gave an idea about their familiarity with the internet, their computer background

and experience and experience using a PDA. Appendix II shows the final questionnaire.

Question 1 addressed the length of time participants had experience using the internet.

On average, PDA and Non-PDA users had more than 4 years of experience using the

internet.

How lona have you been usina the Internet? (Please Circle on&
>6months 0 0 0
1-2 years 1 0 1

2-3 years 0 1 1

3-4 years 0 2 2
4+years 10 10 20
Other 0 0 0

PDA Non PDA Combined

Table and graph showing Length of time participants used the internet.

Chart showing the length of time the users have been
usini the internet
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Question 2 addressed weekly internet usage of participants. On an average, PDA and

Non-PDA users were found to be heavy users of the internet.

2. In an average week, how often do you use the Internet? (Please Circle one)
Never 0 0 0
Onceaweek 0 0 0
Once/Twice a week i 2 3
Daily 0 4 4
Heavily 10 7 17
Other 0 0 0

FDA Non FDA Combined

Table and graph showing Weekly Internet usage of participants.

Weekly usage of the internet

Other 0

Heavily 17

Daily 4

g Once/Twice a week - 3
Once a week 0

Never 0

0 5 10 15 20

Once a Once/T .Never Daily Heavily Other
week wice a

0 Number of Users 0 0 3 4 17 0
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Question 3 addressed weekly search engine usage of participants. Most of the

PDAIN0n-PDA users used search engines heavily. Overall, most users used a search

engine more than once or twice a week.

3. In an average week, how often do you use a search engine?(Please Circle one)
Never 0 0 0
Onceaweek 0 1 1

Once/Twice a week 3 3 6
Daily 1 2 3
Heavily 8 6 14
Other 0 0 0

PDA Non FDA Combined

Table and graph showing Weekly search engine usage of participants.

Weekly usage of search engine

0 5 10 15

Never Oncea
I

Once/Twi
I

I Daily Heavily Otherweek Iceaweeki I I I

Number of Users 0 1 6 3 14 0
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Question 4 addressed search engine used by participants in the year prior to this study

(2003).Google was found out to be the most popular and most frequently used search

engine among PDA and Non-PDA users.

4.Which of the followinq search enaines have you used in the past year?
Alta Vista 2 3 5
AOL.com 3 1 4
AskJeeves 2 0 2
Dogpile 3 2 5
Excite 1 1 2
Go 0 0 0
Google 11 11 22
GoTo 0 0 0
HotBot 1 0 1

Lycos 2 1 3
MSN 5 4 9
Netscape 2 0 2
Northern Liaht 0 0 0
WebCrawter 1 0 1

Yahoo 9 6 15
Other 0 1 1

PDA Non PDA Combined



Graph showing Search engine used by participants before.
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Question 5 addressed the first time participants used a search engine. Almost all the

participants had started using a primary search engine almost two years before the
experiment.

5.When did you first start using your primary search engine? (Select one)
Never used a search engine 0 0 0
Within the past 3 months 0 0 0
More than 3 months to 6 months ago 0 0 0
More than 6 months to 1 year ago 1 0 1

More than 1 year to 2 years ago 3 1 4
More than 2 years ago 7 11 18
Dont Remember 0 1 1

FDA Non FDA Combined

Table and graph showing First time usage of search engine by participants.

Chart showing when users first started using their
primary search engine
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Remeused

a
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3
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mont
6

mont
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year
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years mber

Numberof Users 0 0 0 1 4 18 1



Question 6 addressed the issue of finding information using a search engine. Both

PDAINon PDA users were able to find information they were looking for most of the time

and in a few cases every time.

How often are you able to find the information yoiTi
;r Inn kin ri fnr nn nil r fin m r cp.irrh pnni np?

PD Non PD/ Combined
Every time 4 3 7

Most of the time 7 8 13

Some times 1 3 4

Never 0 0 U

Other 0 U U

Table and graph showing Ability to find information using a search engine.

How often are users able to find information
using their primary search engine

Other 0

Never 0

Sometimes 4

Mostofthetime 13

Every time 7

10 15

PEvery Most of Some
Never Other

time the time times

NumberofuserJ 7 13 4 0 0



Question 7 addressed the issue of participants using a PDA. Out of the twelve

participants who had used a PDA before, eight participants owned a PDA, whereas four

participants had used a PDA once or twice.

7.Have you ever used a PDA before? If No, skip to question 12
If yes, please circle one OR more of the following
lownone 8
I have used it for a class 0
I have used it once OR twice 4

PDA only

Table and graph showing Previous PDA usage.

Ihaveuseditfora Ihaveuseditonceown one
class OR twice

Numberof Users 8 0 4



Question 8 addressed PDAs used by participants' before. Out of twelve participants,

SONY and Palm seemed to be the favored PDA for users.

8.Which PDA (manufacturer) 'lave you used before? (Please Circle one)
Hewlett-Packard 1

Compaq 0
SONY 7
Palm 6
Handspring 1

Dell 1

Toshiba 1

Casio 0
Kyocera 0
Other 1

Table and graph showing Brand of FDA used before.

PDA used before(Manufacturer)

Other 1

Kyocera 0

Casio U

Toshiba 1

Dell I

Handspring 1

__________ 6

________________
Compaq 0

Hewlett-Packard I
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Hewlett- I
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I Palm

Handspri
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i

j
ng
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Question 9 addressed PDA usage. Out of twelve participants, five used a PDA daily.

9.Please indicate your PDA usage (Please Circle one)
Never 1

Once a week 0
Once/Twice a week 0
Daily 5
Heavily 2
Other 4

Table and graph showing FDA usage.

PDA usage

Other j4

Heavily 2

5

Once/Twice a week 0

Onceaweek 0

Never Ii

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 Number of Users

Ner Once a Once/Twice
Daily Heavily Otherweek a week

1 0 0 5 2 4



Question 10 addressed whether participants used a PDA to perform a search before.

Out of twelve participants, eleven indicated that they had never used a PDA to search
before.

10.Have you used a PDA to perform a search before? If No, skip to question 12
If yes, which search enaine did you use?
The search engine, I used was (Google) 1

I don't remember. 0
Never used a FDA to perform a search 11

Table and graph showing Previous experience using a PDA to perform a search.

Ever used a PDA to perform a search

Ner used a FDA to perform a
11search

I dont remember. 0

The search engine, I used was
(Google) 1

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

The search I don't Never used a
engine, I used remember. FDA to perform

UNumberof Users 1 0 11



Question 11 addressed the issue of participants used the PDA or handheld version of

the search engine before. Out of four participants who responded to this question, three

had never used the PDA version of the search engine.

11.Did you use the PDNhand held version of the search engine? If No, skip to qution 12
Y 1

No 3
Istheresudiathing? 0

Table and graph showing PDA/handheld version of search engine to perform a search.

Ever used the PDA/hand held version of a search
engine before?

0 1 2 3 4

Yes No lstheresuchathing

DNumberof users 1 3 0



5 Discussion

The experimental results (4.3) did not provide statistically significant results and

were thus disappointing. It did not make much difference who (PDA/Non-PDA user)

used what (Google PDNGoogle Desktop). Based on just the analysis of the
experimental results, it may be assumed that Google PDA has no clear/definite

advantages over the 000gle desktop version.

So, did Google really come up with a PDA version or did they simply scale down

the Google desktop version? The reasons may be numerous, but based solely on the

results of this experiment, Google failed to impress in producing a search engine built

exclusively for the SSDs. Although getting a clear convincing result would have been

ideal, the usability engineering approach that Google adopted may have had several

deficiencies. A closer look at the usability engineering approach from a system
engineering perspective may reveal several deficiencies, which may have hitherto gone

unnoticed. Use cases were identified as a possible usability engineering shortcoming,

which may require the stricter regimen that the systems engineering approach provided.
(2.5.3)

Figure 6, shows how some of the key components of Systems Engineering were

integrated into the usability engineering approach. Google can similarly scrutinize their

current usability engineering approach and try integrating systems engineering into the
approach.
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Figure 23: Figure shows the revised usability engineering lifecycle with key components of the

systems engineering included in the functional requirements stage of the usability engineering
lifecycle.

To reiterate, some of the inherent advantages of systems engineering are:

It offers a structured way of thinking about complex problems. It is able to handle

such problems by subjecting them to a formal series of analytical techniques

'structured' approach.

It provides a means of representing and documenting the results of analysis and

design so that they can be communicated effectively.

By working systematically through analysis and design, it claims to be more
accurate and complete.

While relating general observations about generalizing desktop usability

principles, guidelines, and/or standards to SSDs is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is
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certainty a worthwhile topic to pursue in future research. Some of the general usability

principles that have been violated by Google are discussed in the next section.

5.1 Conclusions and Implications

Although the experiment itself did not quite make a clear case as to which of the

search engines was better, several interesting observations were recorded during the
experiment.

Some of the users' observations of the Google PDA version follow:

"How do I go on to the next page?"

"Why is this version so different from the desktop version?"

"The level of detail is just not good in this version"

"Results are definitely slower in this version"

"I just don't feel comfortable with this version"

"I think the PDA version takes more time to load"

"The search button is more visible on the desktop version than this version"

"This version of Google had fewer search results than the desktop version"

"PDA version has cleaner interface but more confusing display of results"

"Some of the key features are missing in this version"

'The PDA version should stay away from giving users the ability to search for
images"

Though an equal number of positive remarks were made about the Google PDA

version, the ones that can be considered negative are taken into consideration for this

section because, although fairly basic, these remarks had serious implications. Some of

the implications discussed with reference to the user remarks follow:

Users were accustomed to using the Google desktop version for a long time, but
the PDA version was quite different from the desktop one. Naturally, users complained

about feeling uncomfortable with the PDA version, missing several key features, not
having enough details as the desktop version, and not getting a feel of the PDA version
being a Google product.



Usability principle violated: Interface consistency. (Allen, Eckols, 1997)

When a user questions about going on to the next page, this indicates that the
concept of navigation is missing or hidden. A generic search usually yields lots of
results. There should be a clear indication of how to navigate through the results pages.
Usability principle violated: Designing logical, natural interfaces for computer
interactions. Provide feedback whereverapplicable. (Allen, Eckols, 1997)

A search button is the only thing the user has to click to get search results. Users

complained about not being able to see the search button clearly on the PDA version.
Usability principle violated: Don't overload users' working memoiy. (Allen, Eckols, 1997)

There were other concerns about the PDA version taking a longer time to load,
but that could have been a slow wireless connection. On the other hand, the PDA
version home page could have been large, and it may have taken a longer time to load
than the desktop version. Faster-loading pages are definitely the answer.

Usability principle violated: Makeyour page fast loading. (Allen, Eckols, 1997)

Users were confused by the search results that were displayed as a result of
clicking the search button. Some of the results had strange icons at the end of the
search result link, and they didn't have a mouse-over to know what it actually stood for.
Clicking these icons took the user to a new page. As a result, several users were
frustrated. Provide easy and intuitive icons, and do not aggravate users by making them
open new pages, especially in SSDs.

Usability principle violated: Use words readers can easily understand. (Allen, Eckols,
1997)

The PDA version gave the user the ability to search for images. Several tried this
option, and they commented on not being able to see images clearly on the PDA. SSDs

not being particularly friendly for displaying images, why give the user the option to
search for images?



Usability principle violated: Use graphics and illustrations to supplement and support the

text. (Allen, Eckols, 1997)

Users also commented on the number of search results that were displayed upon

clicking the search button, which they noted were lesser than the desktop version. This

may have had more to do with the search engine technology than anything else.

Usability principle violated: Use intuitive graphics and illustrations to supplement and

support the text. (Allen, Eckols, 1997)

5.1.1 Other factors that may have affected results

5.1.1.1. Variability of Participants who had used a PDA before and PDA
used

24 participants were recruited for the study. 12 had never used a PDA before,

and 12 claimed to have used a PDA before. Out of the 12 participants who claimed to

have used a PDA, a few used a PDA on a daily basis, others used it occasionally, and

the rest had used it only for three or four times. Having participants who had the same

level of experience using a PDA may have given a better and different set of results. The

author's assumption that participants who had used a PDA before would outperform

those who had not could have been realized if participants having similar levels of PDA

experience were involved in the experiment. By doing so, the author would not have had

to take into account the variability of participants,

and would have had a more straightforward analysis since all the participants would

have been at the same level.

The PDA used for the experiment was a Compaq 720. Out of the 12 participants

who claimed to have used a PDA before, none of the participants had ever used a

Compaq model before (section 4.2 Q8). Although the operating system is the same on
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most of the PDAs today, there is a possibility that not having used a Compaq PDA may
have affected the participants' performance. Having participants use a PDA similar to the
one with which they were accustomed would have provided a better way to asses the
participants' performance based on using a similar PDA, rather than assessing them on
different PDAs.

5.1.1.2. Sample Size

Since the study involved participants who had used a PDA/hand-held, the
sample size was very limited due to the fact that the author had to rely solely on
available Oregon State University campus resources to get participants. Since the
project was not funded in any way, hiring participants from outside the campus who had
PDA/hand-held exposure/experience was not feasible. Due to the very small sample
size, the margins of the end results were very close. A larger sample size may have
made a difference and yielded statistically significant results.

5.1.1.3. Statistical Experiments

The only statistically significant fact was that Non-PDA participants took more
time to complete the tasks, which was hardly surprising.

Comparing 2 independent variables on 2 different platforms, a PDA and a
desktop with different search engines, may have provided more data and the results
may have been easier to analyze. This would certainly have added more value to the
experiment, since the experiment failed to reveal the superior of the two search engines.

5.1.1.4. Age, Ethnicity, and Gender

Age, ethnicity, and gender were not taken into consideration in the study. Further
classifying PDA and Non-PDA participants on the basis of age, ethnicity, and gender
would have provided a larger set of dependent variables, thereby providing more data
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available to asses the participants' performance. For example, an experiment could have
been conducted to see if the age of the participants had something to do with choosing

the better between the two search engines, or whether there was a correlation between
the age of the participants and one of the dependent variables, and so on. The same
would apply to ethnicity and gender as well. These factors would certainly be something
to look at if the whole experiment was replicated, and they would broaden the scope of
the study as well.

5.1.1.5. Search Engines

The search engines used in this thesis were two different variants of Google.
Comparing different types of popular search engines on the PDA would have added
more value to the experiment, as it would have resulted in certain key search engine
characteristics to asses the interface. Some characteristics that would have really made
a difference would have been the way search results were displayed, how participants

navigated through the list of search results, how the search results page provided
feedback to participants, and so on.

The author generalizes that the end results would be applicable to any search
engine, irrespective of being a PDA or desktop variant. This is still an assumption that
sets the path for future work.

5.1.1.6. Learning and Learning Effect

Participants who had never used a PDA before were given a few minutes to
familiarize themselves with the PDA before the experiment actually began. Participants
may still have been learning how to use a PDA during the experiment due to insufficient
learning time.

A learning effect takes place when participants are subjected to several
repetitions of similar experiments, usually between varying time intervals. Participants
may or may not show a marked improvement between experiments.
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In this experiment, there might have been a learning effect, since participants

were subjected to two runs with slightly different scenarios and there was a time interval
between the two runs. The author, however, made an assumption that there would be no
significant learning effect, and after looking at the data during the analysis, the author

was right to assume that participants didn't show a marked improvement after they
completed run one. Therefore, it seemed reasonable to affirm the author's assumptions

that, although there would be a learning effect, its effect would be minimal.

Had there been a significant learning effect involved across participants, there
would have been more data available to asses the participants' performance.

5.1.1.7. Usability and Systems Engineering - Did the Combination Work?

Although a very thorough and analytical approach was used to limit the number
of usability metrics, there is a possibility that one or more than one metric from the
complete list of metrics was not taken into consideration, which may have altered the
experiment altogether. The author assumed that the final list of usability metrics would
be sufficient for this study. No assumptions were made for the functions/tasks from the

systems engineering aspect. All the functions/tasks were put in the final table, which
compared the systems engineering part (functions/tasks) with the usability engineering

part (attributes/metrics) (see section 3.3 - Table 3).

The usability metrics were sufficient to the point of providing reasonable results.

A much more detailed analysis of the metrics may have resulted in providing more
concise results.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Research Work

For a search company that is so reputed and controls nearly 50% of the search

engine market-share, Google's attempts at making a search engine targeted at the SSD



segment are dismal. It is also surprising, considering the exponential growth of SSDs,
that Google seems half-hearted about capturing market-share, as it normally captures

market-share aggressively with its products.

Based on the remarks of the participants and the author's personal experience in

this field, Google seems to have gone wrong with regard to a very important thing

usability testing. Google needs to conduct iterative usability testingas they normally do
with most of the products that they bring outdo a thorough analysis of the data, and
only then think about releasing the product in the market.

Google has often been praised for the simplicity of their design. Transferring

some of the simple design concepts onto the SSD version would certainly be beneficial.

Coming out with a set of standards and guidelines is fine, but applying them time

and again across all products would be even better. The Google SSD version seemed a

lot different from the desktop version. Re-applying the standards and guidelines may

help Google a lot. The key is to stay consistent throughout the entire range of products
and try to not violate guidelines that have been set.

Introducing systems engineering would greatly help in the process, as it would
help in understanding the search process in the context of SSDs even better. Systems

engineering processes would also help in understanding what really makes the whole
search system work smoothly.

Systems engineering is still thought to be a complex and time-consuming

process. While this thesis makes an attempt to integrate systems engineering with
usability engineering, there are many areas in usability engineering that can benefit from

the numerous facets of systems engineering. Enforcing stricter and more refined
systems engineering approaches can ensure that products will achieve higher levels of

usability. Companies can benefit from this by selling usability and user friendliness as
their main focus.
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Information architecture, defined as the science and art of organizing and
representing information in a structured and orderly manner, traces its roots to core
human factors. Compared to usability engineering, information architecture has a closer
relevance to systems engineering and can benefit greatly by following a systems
engineering approach.

Overall, both usability engineering and information architecture, which again
have overlaps in their lifecycles, can benefit from systems engineering methods. How

they can benefit would be the start of a whole new era of integrating systems
engineering methods and processes.
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Appendices

Appendix 1 - Scenario 1 and 2

100

John Smith works in a big computer firm in Austin, Texas and is presently in Corvallis for
fixing some major flaws in the computers at their Corvallis unit. After his work is done, he
decides to visit his friend in Eugene. Help him find his way to Eugene and to the Portland
airport from where he catches a flight to take him to Austin, Texas.
For the tasks coming up, imagine yourself to be in John's shoes and carry out
ALL the tasks John thinks would help him get to his destination

On to the next page...
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John is unsure of the best & cheapest way to get to Eugene. He opens his favorite
search engine on the computer and finds out. Flying and taking the train are out of
question since they are either expensive or do not fit his schedule. Left with no other
option he decides to drive.
What does John do next?

Looks for 1 or more than one popular rental car companies in Corvallis (Find a
List)

Makes a comparison of prices and settle for the cheapest rental car
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He meets his friend in Eugene and they catch up on old times. Their pleasant
conversation is interrupted by a phone call from John's boss asking him to come to
Austin ASAP. His tickets have already been purchased and he has to collect them from
the Portland airport. But since the earliest flight leaves Portland airport in the next hour,
he has no option but to fly from Eugene airport.
What does John do next?

Looks for information about Eugene airport

Looks for flight options and pricing for a iway trip from Eugene to Portland
(Find a List)

Looks for maps showing Eugene airport



Leaving the car at Eugene airport, John finally arrives at Portland airport and gets his
flight tickets. Checking the flight schedule reveals that this flight has been cancelled and
the next flight is in 3 hours. Cursing his luck, he decides to check the art galleries in the
city. He rents a car from the airport and heads to the city. Before heading out he decides
to find out about the galleries in downtown and how he would get there.
What does John do next?

Looks for 3-4 art galleries in the Portland city area (List them)

Looks for Portland city area maps
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The art ga((eries turn out to be impressive. Getting to and fro from one gallery to another
is no problem, since there are in close proximity of each other, till he realizes that he is
lost. He retraces his steps and heads back to the last gallery where the manager
generously offers to let John use the gallery computer. He also decides to check the
flight schedules while he is online
What does John do next?

Re-confirms his flight schedules from the Portland airport (Just find a list of
schedules of y airplane)
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SC2
Susan Johnson just got promoted to a senior position in a major consulting firm In
Detroit, Michigan. Currently she is spending her last days in the firms San Jose oftice.
Due to the current economic problems, the company is not paying for her relocation
expenses. They are however paying for a brand new car (within a price limit), with a
hitch. She has to buy the car herself. Help Susan buy a car, look for plane tickets, look
for temporary accommodation before she moves to Detroit, Michigan.
For the tasks coming up, imagine yourself to be in Susan's shoes and carry out
ALL the tasks Susan thinks would help her get her stuff done

On to the next page...
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Excited as she is about her new job, she is even more excited about the prospect of
buying a new car. She has been an ardent Jaguar X3 fan and has therefore put buying a
Jaguar as her # 1 priority.
What does Susan do next?

Looks for 2-3 Jaguar dealerships in and around Detroit, Michigan (Find a list)

Makes a comparison of Jaguar X series prices and settles for something that
fits her budget (Find 2-3 prices)
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Her next priority is to look for airplane tickets, temporary accommodation and places to
shop and eat.
What does Susan do next?

Looks for flight options and pricing for a iway trip from San Jose to Detroit
(Find a list)

Looks for places to eat in the Detroit area (Find a list)

Looks for places to see in the Detroit city area (Find a couple)
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Since she is moving to a new place she plans to look at some places where she can
shop for groceries. She also likes to shop for clothes & accessories too
What does Susan do next?

Looks for places to do her groceries in the Detroit city area (Find a couple)

Looks for Detroit city area maps to take her around the city (Show maps)

Looks for places to shop for women's clothing (Finda couple)



Appendix 2 Questionnaire

1. How long have you been using the Internet? (Please Circle one)
a) Less than 6 months
b) 1-2 years
c) 2-3 years
d) 3-4 years
e) 4 or more years

2. In an average week, how often do you use the Internet? (Please Circle one)
a) Never
b) Once a week
c) Once or Twice a week
d) Daily
e) Heavily (More than once per day)
f) Other. Please specify

3. In an average week, how often do you use a search engine? (Please Circle one)
a) Never
b) Once a week
c) Once or Twice a week
d) Daily
e) Heavily (More than once per day)
f) Other. Please specify

4. Please circle each search engine you have used in the past year?
a) AltaVista g) Google
b) AOL.com h) GoTo
c) AskJeeves i) HotBot
d) Dogpile j) Lycos
e) Excite k) MSN
f) Go I) Netscape

m) Northern Light
n) WebCrawler
o) Yahoo
p) Other. PIs specify

5. When did you first start using your primary search engine? (Please circle one)
a) Never used a search engine
b) Within the past 3 months
c) More than 3 months to 6 months ago
d) More than 6 months to 1 year ago
e) More than 1 year to 2 years ago
f) More than 2 years ago
g) Dont Remember

6. How often are you able to find the information you are looking for on your primary search
engine? (Please circle one)
a) Every time c) Sometimes e) Other
b) Most of the time d) Never

7. Have you ever used a PDA before? (Please circle one) Yes No
If No, skip to question 12
If yes, please circle one OR more of the following
a) I own one
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b) I have used it for a class
c) I have used it once OR twice

8. Which PDA (manufacturer) have you used before? (Please Circle one)
a) Hewlett-Packard f) Dell
b) Compaq g) Toshiba
c) SONY h) Casio
d) Palm i) Kyocera
e) Handspring j) Other (Please specify)

9. Please indicate your PDA usage (Please Circle one)
a) Never
b) Once a week
c) Once or Twice a week
d) Daily
e) Heavily (More than once per day)
1) Other. Please specify

10. Have you used a PDA to perform a search before? (Please circle one)
Yes No

If No, skip to question 12
If yes, which search engine did you use?
a) The search engine, I used was
b) I don't remember.

11. Did you use the PDA'hand held version of the search engine?
a) Yes
b) No
C) Is there such a thing?
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